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Book 11 

  



 

The male members of ΩFORCE have followed a trail from 

Cambodia to Vietnam in an effort to find the person or 

organization who hired the Bengal to steal secret PsiFi 

International technology. Their investigation led them to a 

handler at the Ta Beng Mining Company. But they have been 

led into a trap. Will Dr. Sound, K’os, and Stronghold be able 

to take on the combined might of Psionex? 

 

 
 

 

 

 
  

 

K’OS 

COSMIC BLASTING 

IMMORTAL GENIUS 

 

STRONGHOLD 

MULTIPOWERED 

WARSKRULL 

 

DR. SOUND 

SONIC WIELDING 

STREET BRAWLER 

 

ASYLUM  

DARKFORCE 

MANIPULATION 

 

CORONARY  

METABOLIC 

CONTROL 

 

PRETTY 

PERSUASIONS 

UM. STIMULATION.  

 

MATHEMANIAC 

MIND BOGGLING 

TELEPATH 

 

IMPULSE 

SUPER FAST  

SUPER SHARP 

PSIONEX 



TA BENG MINING COMPANY, VIETNAM 

 

SHREEEAAAAAAAEEEEEKKKKK!!! 
 

THE FIVE MEMBERS of Psionex were blown 

backwards by an unexpected sonic blast 

emitted from the dark man in the fedora. The 

blast drove them out of the office with 

dynamite magnitude and into the main 

factory floor with enough force to shatter 

KTASHKT! their crystalline member.  

 

The sonic energy ebbed in the office 

and  Lap Nguyen, the factory’s supervisor, 

sat stunned trying to digest what he had just 

witnessed transpire over the past few 

minutes. It had started with three mysterious 

men arriving uninvited to his office followed 

shortly thereafter by five super-freaks. The 

large Asian member of the first trio had 

waved his hands and formed some sort of ice 

megaphone in front of his Afro-Indian 

partner who subsequently emitted a deafening scream that was augmented by the 

cold device, thereby blasting Psionex from the room. Then the Afro-Indian man 

ripped out of his suit to expose a blue costume while the Asian man with the nose 

ring morphed into some sort of green, pointy-eared alien. The sonic man slipped 

on a blue mask over his face and said, “Fast thinking, Stronghold.” 

 

“Thanks,” the green man responded as he peeked out the gaping office hole 

toward the factory floor. 

 

K’os dropped his holographic disguise as he stepped to the edge of the staircase. 

Psionex was scattered about the factory floor. “Five against three? Really? I 

wanted this to be a team building exercise, not a bloodbath.” 

 

Dr. Sound smiled as he descended the steps to face off against the villains. “Yeah. 

Too bad for them. I need this.” 

 

The girl with the energy whip picked up fragments of her shattered ally. Like her 

teammates, she was sporting fresh cuts and bruises from Dr. Sound’ assault. She 

feigned despair as workers and auditors ran every-which-way in panic along the 

floor and catwalks above. “Asylum! Look what they did to Coronary! Who are 

these @#$%&$?” 

 

“Calm yourself, Pretty Persuasions. We still outnumber them.” Asylum, the ebon 

member of Psionex, spread his ethereal body out over the factory creating 



shadowy swathes of darkness to blind his opponents. “Impulse, take out the loud 

one!” 

 

Impulse moved like lightning as he flashed his arm blades. ZOOOOM! He sped 

down the aisle ready to plow into Dr. Sound. Dr. Sound shot solid sound ball 

bearings out of his hands. They scattered CLIKITY-KLAK-KLAK-KLIK along 

the floor. Impulse lost his footing as his feet got caught up on the little spheres. 

Dr. Sound floated to the side as Impulse went sailing by to the far end of the 

factory. 

 

Pretty Persuasions unleashed her psychic whip towards the Skrull. Stronghold 

ZHOOM! exited in an orange and black flurry and by the time Pretty’s whip 

KRACKed she found Impulse wrapped in her energy coil where her intended 

target once stood. Stronghold arrived ZHOOM! next to Pretty. He elbowed her, 

smiled and winked, admiring his handiwork. Both of them looked back at Impulse 

as his pleasure centers erupted and he fell to his knees. “Oh...oh...I feel...oh, 

Heidi…” 

 

With the swathes of darkness in the air, sonic spheres rolling all over the ground, 

and Impulse adding erotic moans to the scene, the heroes’ failed to notice the 

crystal shards pulling themselves back together to reform Coronary. The 

previously shattered man shook off the damage and started healing the others. 

“Mathemaniac, we have to take at least one of these turkeys out quick. Try the 

one that looks like my long-lost cousin!” 

 

“Of course. This ugly sod doesn’t look that smart.” The nerd walked up the steps 

towards K’os calmly dabbing a cut forehead with a white handkerchief. “I’ll have 

him calculate the odds of his team ending up in this particular latitudinal and 

longitudinal coordinates without a single clue to guide them here. Simply 

calculate the value of P(30 ≤ x ≤ 35), x is the normal random variable, when 

mean(μ) = 32,400 and standard deviation(σ) = 180?” The geeky telepath placed 

the complex formula in K’os’ mind. 

 

K’os could see the mathematical problem clearly in his mind. And...he could not 

find the answer. He grabbed his head. “No...no...I know this…” 

 

Mathemaniac snapped his finger and laughed as he walked down the steps toward 

Coronary. “Get’s them every time.” 

 

ON THE CATWALKS ABOVE THE ACTION 

 

WORKERS AND VISITING foreign auditors ran every-which-way trying to figure out 

the safest exit from the disastrous battle happening below. “John!” Manning 

yelled as his business partner tripped on the rusted catwalk. 

 



“I’m okay, Manning,” John said as a panicked worker stepped on his hand. 

CRUNCH! “Okay. I’m sort of alright,” he cursed. 

 

“What the hell is going on, John? Who are these freaks?” Manning asked as he 

helped his partner to his feet. The sounds of battle and machinery resonated 

through the large factory. 

 

“How should I know?” John pointed at another group of auditors heading for a 

ladder. It was two sections of catwalk away. “C’mon. Let’s get out of here.”  

 

The two took off for safety. 

 

BACK ON THE FLOOR 

 

DR. SOUND SAW K’os go into a panic...something he had never witnessed before. 

But, before he could intervene the wispy darkness of Asylum surrounded him. 

“We should talk, hero-in-blue. Better yet, let me reveal your darkest fears.” 

 

Everything went black and Asa got a vision of his wife being ambushed in their 

private home by a vicious Skrull. A wave of panic spread over his body. But then 

a calm set in as Moondragon’s mental programming kicked in, scattering and 

burying any memories of his wife deep into his subconscious. He came to just as 

Asylum’s darkness peeled away. Dr. Sound looked down in shock. He had been 

teleported by the dark mutant over a vat of boiling hot copper. The Sultan of 

Sound began to plummet to his death but then his power kicked in and he flew 

clear a hair before he hit the liquid metal. 

 

Mathemaniac watched Dr. Sound fly after Asylum then turned his attention to 

Stronghold who was facing off against Pretty Persuasions. He began to 

manipulate the fundamental forces with his thoughts and he spoke. “You are a fast 

one. Imagine if I slowed your speed by a factor of 1,000 while accelerating 

Pretty’s by an equivalent amount. What might be the outcome?” The math-

mastering mutant stretched out his hands and Stronghold could feel time and 

space bending around him and Pretty. 

 

Stronghold didn’t waste time waiting for the outcome of Mathemaniac’s 

calculations. He rushed to a vat of hot liquid metal and, applying his amazing 

strength, ripped it from its moorings SHRANK! and tipped it towards his assailant 

PLUNK! A wave of searing metal shot out of the tipped vat. “Let’s multiply your 

equation by x, which is the amount I care about your crap.”  

 

Dr. Sound swooped in and grabbed K’os just as the wave of hot death spread 

across the factory floor cornering Mathemaniac. He yelled for help just as 

anything that could burn exploded into flames FWOOM! upon touching the liquid 

metal. Innocent workers and auditors who were heading down a ladder from the 

catwalk quickly reversed their direction as flames SWOOM! licked at their heels. 



 

Stronghold spotted the disaster he caused. “Oh, no.” Smoke. Fire. Exploding 

equipment. BOOM! Endangered innocents. 

 

But before he could react, Impulse zipped by with blinding speed slicing 

SHASSHKT! the Skrull’s torso sending Stronghold against a metal cart CLA-

BAKT! Impulse slid to a stop next to Pretty Persuasions as smoke filled the air. 

She said, “Sorry about that ‘Pulse. Sometimes my power is the $%^&.”  

 

“Save it for later, Pretty,” Impulse said as green blood dripped from his arm 

blade. “Right now, let’s kill these folks like we were paid to do.” 

 

MEANWHILE, ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE GLOBE 

 

THE PROVOCATEUR, NEW York’s finest nightclub, was still going strong. Chatting 

Marks, Jessica Drew, Heather Douglas, and Leticia von Doom stood in the Elite 

VIP suite.  

 

Chatting closed the door after instructing the server that they should not be 

disturbed. “So, ladies, I think it is time to talk. My bodyguards should get a 

chance to know me.” 

 

“Bodyguards?” Moondragon winced. “I am solely the protector of K’os, a 

burgeoning cosmic being.” 

 

“And he is on my payroll so, indirectly, you work for me too.” Chatting poured 

himself his fifth stiff one of the night and took a seat on the plush, suede furniture. 

“Let’s not focus on particulars. The fact is, everyone works for someone. Except 

for the super wealthy, namely, me and a small handful of privileged humans. 

From what I gleaned from our conversations so far, you come from a world where 

superheroes paraded themselves through cities randomly fighting crime. How 

droll.” 

 

“Saving lives is never droll,” Heather said. “We cannot allow greed mongers to 

run the world.” 

 

“You view money as in undeniable corruptor. I see it as my superpower. Ask 

Enigma’s dad. He could not have carved his name in history without a sizable 

collection of ducats.” 

 

Leticia looked at Heather with the ‘he’s got a point’ face.  

 

Chatting motioned for the girls to sit down. “So, we need to find you all jobs. 

Distinct roles for each of you based on your super powers and special abilities.” 

 

“I stick with K’os. That is my job.” Heather wasn’t budging.  



 

“I work for SHIELD,” Jessica said.  

 

“Well, that’s your job then. Special envoy to SHIELD. I expect great intel from 

you since I can’t access their database yet,” the man said.  

 

“Yet?” Jessica questioned.  

 

“And you, my pretty…” he gestured towards Leticia.  

 

“I serve at the will and behest of Lord Doom,” the Latverian super spy quickly 

blurted out.  

 

“Oh. I know. I know.” Chatting grinned and swished the liquor around in his 

glass. “And have I got a job for you.” 

 

TA BENG MINING COMPANY, VIETNAM 

 

ACOUSTIC HELD K’OS as he looked down on the unfolding tragedy. Smoke. Fire. 

KRACKLE! Exploding equipment. BOOM! The cry of panicked innocents. “Hey, 

rocket boots, pull it together. Time for some old fashioned Forcer action.” 

 

K’os located Mathemaniac amidst the smoke, fire and BOOM! explosions. “I...I 

got it. I figured out the solution. In my past life as an astronavigator aboard an 

interstellar warship I invented a geosynchronous mapping algorithm with a 

formulaic equation to power the degree vectors for automatic piloting systems.” 

 

“Huh?” Dr. Sound responded as he positioned K’os above the mutant nerd who 

was cornered by liquid titanium, smoke and flames. 

 

“Mathemaniac!” K’os called as his head cleared and his hands charged up with 

cosmic energy. Mathemaniac looked up, perhaps expecting a heroic rescue from 

the growing inferno. “Triangulate this!” TSSHZAKT! A blue blast of fury shot 

from K’os to Mathemaniac that lifted the Psionex member off of his feet, melted 

his glasses, and sizzled to the bones. Mathemaniac hit the ground like a sack of 

steaming potatoes, the liquid metal flowing toward him with the promise of death. 

Trying to see clearly through the smoke and flames, the new leader of ΩFORCE 

ordered, “Dr. Sound, rescue Mathemaniac. Stronghold focus on Pretty and 

Impulse.” 

 

BOOM! More explosions rocked the facility. Dr. Sound left K’os on a gyrating 

catwalk filled with panicked innocent. He then landed on the ground between 

Mathemaniac and the oncoming liquid metal. The Sultan of Sound ignored the 

dense smoke and explosions BOOM! and released a wave of energy 

SQUUAAAW! that pushed the liquid back sending a spray of hot droplets onto 

Pretty Persuasions and Impulse. Their skin sizzled TSSSSS as the deadly rain 



made contact with their skin. Dr. Sound quipped, “Let me warm these guys up for 

you, Stronghold.”  

 

Stronghold could see that this fight was getting out of control. The blaze was 

getting bigger. Explosions louder. Villains more ruthless. Innocents imperiled. So 

much was going on. What would he do? Thinking quickly, the super-powered 

Skrull touched the metal cabinet next to him. It transformed into a spear. He used 

super-cooled carbon-dioxide to chill the spear and threw it at the base of the hot 

metal that coated Pretty and Impulse. KRRACKLE. The liquid metal cooled 

creating a copper entrapment that held the two villains in place. 

 

Coronary was pissed! “I can fix ‘em as fast as you can break ‘em,” he said as he 

stepped over a puddle of fire and focused on Dr. Sound. “And I can break you 

permanently too. How about a small heart attack to prove my point?” 

 

Dr. Sound suddenly felt his heart begin to freeze up, stutter, spasm. He grabbed 

his chest and desperately tried to catch his breath. He dropped to his knees and 

stared at Coronary. The villain was really giving him a heart attack. No. Not here. 

Not now, he thought. He could hear his heartbeat flutter in his ears. His heartbeat. 

A sound he was very familiar with. It was off. Failing. But if he could remember 

how it should sound, he could get it beating on the correct rhythm. He dug into his 

longtime memory to recall his own heartbeat then formed a sonic field around his 

heart to force it to beat at the correct rhythm. It worked. But he was winded. 

 

BOOM! FWOOM! An entire wall went up in flames and one catwalk BOOM! 

collapsed leaving six frightened men dangling dangerously over another vat of 

liquid metal. Dr. Sound reached out in the darkness with his sonar, located some 

of the endangered men, and got them to the ground via a sonic-formed cherry 

picker.  

 

K’os suddenly awakened to the tragedy unfolding around him. They had become 

so embroiled in this metahuman war that they discounted the value of the lives 

being affected by the battle. The property loss was already unimaginable. Was 

this the way of heroes? Would this be how the new ΩFORCE does business? As 

those thoughts flitted through his brain another swatch of darkness obscured his 

view. Pitch black. Asylum was providing thick gloom to benefit Psionex’ evil 

mission to kill ΩFORCE. K’os could hear the screams of the men but could not 

see them now. BOOM! Another explosion and K’os found himself blown up into 

the air. He arched into the darkness as if carried by a hand of black fire then, after 

crashing through something metal KER-CHANKT!, slammed facedown CHAM! 

somewhere in the facility engulfed in searing heat. Shrapnel bounced off of his 

hard hide. “...ugh.” 

 

“Not good. Not good,” Stronghold mumbled. He couldn’t see. But he 

remembered the physiological formation of the Xartoonian feral cat’s hyper-

sensitive whiskers. He shifted into the two meter long scaled feline and used it to 



triangulate the location of Asylum and the endangered men. Pushing his carbon 

dioxide control powers to the limit, he began to quiet the fire. Yet, it was so 

powerful! The brief firebreak allowed a few more men to escape. But a small 

group still dangled over a vat of liquid metal and there were other workers trapped 

in the huge facility. He chose to focus on the group about to meet death in the vat. 

ZHOOM! His hands grew and stretched to form a soft cushion under the men. 

The men fell into his hands. He dropped them along a safe path of escape.  

 

Meanwhile, Coronary cornered Dr. Sound as more explosions rocked the fuming 

factory. “Don’t know how you avoided the heart attack. But, we’re not leaving 

here without accomplishing our mission.” The crystalline villain stretched out his 

arms and pummeled KRAK! Dr. Sound with a diamond-hard fist.  

 

Impulse laughed when he saw Dr. Sound go down. The chaos and fiery 

explosions BOOM! seemed to inspire the lethal man. Though he was still held 

firmly in the metal entrap,net along with his female teammate, he mocked,“Ha! 

It’s about time we shut that loud mouth up. No one beats Psionex! No one!” 

 

KRRRR-TOOMMM! The building was coming down! Amongst all the madness 

and screams and fire and smoke and blinding heat the roof collapsed in the 

western section of the factory. Stronghold looked in the direction of the sound as 

he herded more men to safety. He saw that the flame-engulfed roof was coming 

down directly over Dr. Sound and Mathemaniac! “Asa!” Stronghold cried out 

pointing to the falling debris. 

 

PADADOOM!!! Dr. Sound and Mathemaniac disappeared beneath the crushing 

mass of burning building. Stronghold was blasted backwards, “NYAAAH!” 

through a wall of fire by the impact of the falling matter. Soot, ash, and terror 

filled the facility.  

 

ON THE CATWALKS  
 

MANNING AND JOHN were completely in shock. Fire surrounded them. They saw 

their colleagues in danger. They were sure some had even lost their lives. John 

grabbed Manning’s arm. “Let’s get out of here.” 

 

“How?” Manning asked as he clung to the rail looking down on the madness 

below. He saw how the shapeshifter and costumed man in blue fought, 

disregarding the normal people who fell victim to their metahuman battle.  

 

“We can crawl down that collapsed wall,” John said as he pointed further down 

the catwalk. “That’s how.” 

 

“No,” Manning said as he kept his eyes fixed on the burning mound of ceiling that 

buried the man in blue. “How could they just come in here and fight? Ignore us. 

Like we’re bugs.” 



 

John shook Manning. “No time for that now. C’mon. We gotta’...” BOOM! 

 

The explosion lifted the catwalk off of the ground. John was catapulted into the 

air. His body drifted away from the catwalk and gravity took effect. His head 

impacted on a steel beam. KLONG! His body went limp and he fell into a fire 

below. 

 

Manning watched his partner tumble to his demise as the catwalk settled in an 

awkward, twisted manner. Manning had instinctively gripped the railing of the 

groaning catwalk. He was emotionless. His brain processed the trauma. 

Metahumans. Wanton destruction. Costumes. Violence. His sudden obsession 

drowned out the sound of twisted metal KRRINKT from the buckling catwalk. 

The structure gave SNAP! Manning found himself on the bottom of the catwalk 

looking directly into swathe of black. He lost his grip, passing through the dark 

matter of Asylum, and continued plummeting to his death into a boiling vat of 

sizzling, silvery metal. SPLOOSH! 

 

AND ON THE FLOOR 

 

DOZENS OF SCREAMS brought K’os’ senses back online. He couldn’t locate his 

teammates nor his enemies. This mission had gone to pots. They simply needed 

intel, not an international incident. He thought that bringing Dr. Sound and 

Stronghold together on this mission would help form a bond of brotherhood. 

Perhaps the fiery maelstrom that surrounded him was the true portend of things to 

come. The wild fire reflected off of his blue, crystalline surface. As the disaster 

continued to worsen, K’os stared into the clouds of billowing blackness and he 

could only wonder if Dr. Sound and Stronghold had met their demise in the 

country called Vietnam.  

 

THE MYSTERY DEEPENS AS THE TEAM LEARNS ABOUT THE 
SUPERHUMAN SUMMIT... 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X4KHFov4tYNoCvE2YVPU4xC-PkgfvO2nZPk8lydUpIY/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1X4KHFov4tYNoCvE2YVPU4xC-PkgfvO2nZPk8lydUpIY/edit

